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CADET CORPS CELEBRATES THANKSGIVING
DAY AS GUESTS OF CITY OF GREENVILLE
900 Men Attend Game and
Other Affairs in Textile
Center

COURTESY CARDS TO
BE DISTRIBUTED HERE
Tiger Brotherhood Sponsors
Move to Advertise School
In order that every Clemson cadet
may have some special form of
showing his appreciation for the
rides so kindly given him by the
tourists in this section of the country, the Tiger Brotherhood is having
printed some courtesy cards.
On
these cards will appear the name of
the cadet presenting them and the
sentiment "I thank you for the ride.
We would be delighted to have you
visit us at the college." Also, there
Is on these cards a picture of a
Tiger head and a Clemson seal.
There are two thousand of these
cards being printed, and they will
be distributed through the corps to
all those desiring them. These cards
will probably be distributed sometime during the next week.—R. E.

HURRICANE DOWNS GREAT TIGER ELEVEN
7 TOO IN THRILL-A-MINUTE ENCOUNTER

GOVERNOR ROOSEVELT
MAY VISIT CLEMSON

f.
._
Again the city of Greenville has
been the scene of the celebration of Atlanta Alumni Club to InThanksgiving by the Corps of Cavite President-elect Here
dets of Clemson College. ApparentSoon
ly, the day was very much enjoyed
by all who made the trip. The
Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt,
crowning sorrow of the day was, of
president
elect of the United States,
course, the losing of the football
may visit Clemson on his return to
game, but the manner in which the
New York from Warm Springs,
Clemson team played and. the staI Georgia, where he is taking a short
tistical record made it easier to
j rest. Doctor Sikes, president of the
bear.
college, has received a letter from
The majority of the students who W. E. Bowers, secretary of the Atwent to Greenville, about seven lanta Clemson Club in regard to tne
hundred, took advantage of the of- matter. 'Mr. Bowers writes as folfer of the Southern Rail Road and lows:
went over on the special train pro"Dear Doctor Sikes:
Governor
vided by the company. About two- Roosevelt is at Warm Springs. With
hundred went in automobiles. Du- your approval I shall try to prering the earlier hours of the morn- vail upon him to visit Clemson on
ing the men wandered about the his return trip to New York.
'Mr. Roosevelt is a magnanimous
city enjoying themselves as they saw
fit.
At eleven-thirty a crowd, be- sort of fellow and will give a ready
gan to gather in front of the Ot- ear to a request of this kind, I
taray hotel, and at about one o'clock believe. Besides, a state which gives
held an informal parade down Main a candidate a 50 to 1 preference
street. The number increased as it seems due for recognition.
'If this plan should suit you it
progressed, and by the time the
Furman campus was reached, prac- may be that I will get up a comtically all the cadets had joined it. mittee from our club here and call
on the Governor at Warm Springs
The game was a sparkling affair. in an effort to have him visit the
The crisp wind served to quicken college."
the pulse of the nine thousand in
The following reply was immedattendance. The game was packed iately written to Mr.. Bowers:
with thrills and. heartaches; the reNovember 28, 1932
sult was disappointing, but, at least, Mr. W. E. Bowers
a moral victory was won, Furman Atlanta Clemson Club
ecoring on a Clemson mistake.
Atlanta, Georgia
After the game, following a rath- My dear Bowers:
I would appreciate it very much
er unpleasant incident, the crowd
if
the Clemson Club of Atlanta
dispersed and continued to enjoy
could
prevail upon their adopted
selves. Some returned to Clemson
and many remained in Greenville fellow citizen, Governor Roosevelt,
attending the dance at the Poinsett to pay a visit to Clemson College on
Hotel and persuing other pleasures. his way back to New York. South
Carolina gave him such a tremenThe train, with a sleeping cargo, dous preference vote that it would
returned to Calhoun at one thirty be very fitting for him to pay us a
and the crowd walked, sleepily back visit.
to barracks and to bed. A very
With sincere regards, I am
successful Thanksgiving!
Very truly yours,
E. W. SIKES, President.

CLEMSON CADETS AID
UNEMPLOYED^ FAMILIES

THE TIGER STAFF TO
SOON SPONSOR DANCE
Sophomore Dancing Club Planning Enormous Christmas Hop

JOHN HEINEMANN, GUARD
GEORGETOWN, S. 0.
Unanimous All-State Selection

HEINEMANN ELECTED
CAPTAIN OF '33 SQUAD
Teddybear" Dozier to be Alternate
The Clemson College football team
closed the 1932 season of activity
last Monday night by electing John
Heineman, all-state guard, from Denmark, Captain of the 1933 Tiger
eleven. "Teddybear'" Dozier, tackle
from Marion, was chosen alternate
Captain.
The election took place at a banquet served in the training room in
honor of the graduating players by
Captain Harcombe. Head Coach Jess
Neely and Line Coach Frank Howard, each delivered a short talk
in which they stressed the importance of widening the field of Clemson's intercollegiate competition to
include more colleges of the Southern Conference. Following this, each
graduating member of the squad
was called upon to say a few words.
Heineman, although a Senior in
college, has played only two years
of varsity football. This year he
was chosen as all-state lineman by
the unanimous choice of sports writers and coaches over the state. Dozier, a junior, is a large, aggressive
tackle who has shown a steady development into one of the best in
the state.
He should be in his
prime next season.

Many Students Contribute Old
Clothing to Needy
Under the auspices of the Y. M.
C. A. the student body of Clemson
distributed numerous articals of
clothing to over 20 unemployed
families in Anderson last week. An
appeal was made to all companies
to give all clothing they could spare
and several cadets on each company
collected this and, turned it over
to Browne Glenn, president of the
Y, who, thru the personell director
of the Orr Mills in Anderson got
the names and addresses of several
families who were known to be
in desperate need. The articles were
taken to Anderson Thanksgiving
Day. Several of the families reached had had no income for over a
year and had no clothes to wear on
the streets. Clemson responded to
the request with a fine spirit and
accomplished something which cannot be repaid with material means.

No. 10

J, L, 0. FOSTER RESIGNS
AS EDITOROF ANNUAL
J.

R.

Waite Appointed
Manage Taps

to

I hereby resign my position as
Editor-in-Chief of Taps due to the
fact that my schedule of classes is
very heavy this semester and will
be even harder next semester. With
a view of graduating in sight, I do
not think that I could do my best
work for the annual as Editor. However as Associate Editor, I shall do
all that I possibly can in assisting
my able successor, J. Russ Wait.
Russ Wait's artistic ability will no
doubt help to produce one of the
best annuals that Clemson has ever
had.
(Signed) J. L. O. FOSTER.

THE TIGER staff is making plans
for a banquet and. a dance to be
given on either December 9 or 10;
the dance will be held in the Parish
House.
Captain Harcombe has generously
consented to give the members of
the staff a formal dinner preceding
the dance.
The members of the
newspaper group are planning to
make this affair as unique and different as possible.
Each member of the staff will
have a limited number of invitations to the dance which he may
give to those whom be choses. No
one without an invitation will be
admitted.

Bengals Outplay Furman Terrors—Clemson Fumble
Gives Score
The greatest football team of
Tigers ever sent onto a gridiron by
Coach Jess Neely outwitted and outplayed their Furman opponents for
fifty-eight minutes in a magnificent
Thanksgiving Day battle before being overtaken by a season-old Jinx
and losing 7 to 0. With the Hurricane victory went the undisputed
Palmetto championship.
After maintaining a clearly-defined superiority over Coach Dizzy McLeod's highly-touted Hurricane on
the Purple's home field, the Bengals
had the misfortune to fumble the
ball on their own eight yard line.
Furman, ever alert, covered the oval
and quickly took advantage of the
break by converting it into a touchdown in four plays.
Fred Hook, playing the last and
most brilliant game of his career at
Clemson, had the ill luck to fumble
and lose the ball on a play identical to one on which he had previously gotten away for 4 0 yards.
But the dashing Tiger halfback
should not be censured.
On a
fake punt formation he started off
left tackle, but was, to all appearances, halted by a Furman tackier. The referee's whistle did not
(Continued, on page six)

C. F. Earnhardt, president of the
Central Dance Association, announces that the Sophomore Dancing Club
is going forward with plans foi
the biggest dance of the year to be
held, in the Fieldhouse the evening
before the Christmas Holidays begin.
This will be December 20.
Already a huge amount of new
decorations have been bought and
plans for a new orchestra pit have
been drawn up. The scheme of decorations is ging to be entirely different from anything ever before
seen here, and the officials of the
club urge everyone to begin making
Tiger Rats End Season
plans to attend this affair.
Loss

LITTLE HURRICANE
WINSJVER CUBS
with

their final encounter of the
CAPTAIN HARCOMBE 1932In season
the Clemson Cubs exposed their spotless record to ths
ENTERTAINS GQRPS Baby Hurricane and drew it back
very badly soiled.
For the HurAnnual Thanksgiving Dinner ricane—badly defeated by the BidEnjoyed by Corps
dies who had in turn lost to the
Cubs—made the best of two interLast Wednesday night, through cepted, passes and turned them into
the courtesy of Captain Harcombe, touchdowns to beat the Cubs 13-7.
the Corps enjoyed the annual pre- Scott was the big noise in the FurThanksgiving feast.
man offensive. He intercepted both
The cadets entered the mess-hall of the passes; returned one ninety
to find the tables overflowing with yards for a touchdown and the other
grapes, apples, candy, and a big ninety-seven yards for the second
turkey dinner.
Around the walls touchdown.
Outside of these two
were hung placards of "Beat Fur- dashes the little Breeze did very
man" and "Remember that Old little with the Cubs defense.
Clemson Spirit."
Throughout the
The Cubs, playing without the
meal, the cheer leaders, led by services of several regulars, seemed
Cliff McLaurin and George Constan to have left most of their football
kept the hall resounding with Tiger on Rigg's Field. They only clicked
yells. The band added to the din for a short time; when they took
and feeling ran high.
the kickoff following the first FurIn the midst of the meal, speeches man touchdown and scored on the
were heard, from Colonel West, Cap- fifth play. Hinson cut loose with
tain Harcombe, Coach Neely, and a smashing fifty-five yard run for
Reverend Mr. Satterlee. Coach Nee- the score.
The extra point was
ly thanked the Corps as a whole for bucked across and the Cubs led until
the way in which they had stood Scott pulled his second interception
back of the Bengal eleven during just before the end of the game.
the season and assured them that
Shore and Kissam played well in
the team was in fine shape. Bob the line for the Cubs.
Kissam
Miller, captain of the football team, dropped back into the backfield and
then Introduced each member of the did some very creditable kicking;
team.
Shore was usually the first to drop
After everyone had eaten his fill on the safety man like a ton of
the cadets were dismissed and form- bricks. Vincent cut loose on severed for the snake parade, which was al occasions for short but brilliant
held immediately after supper.
gains and was a constant threat
—G. C. during the whole afternoon.
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THE TIGER
We extend our appreciation and thanks to this group of
good natured travelers for their many favors, and sincerely
hope that we may at sometime be in a position where we may
return some of their good turns.
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EDITORIAL

SNOOPS AND WHOOPS
Did you happen to see?
Bill Schachte when he isn't working on his Ford, shooting bull, or
jamming wind into a clarionet?
Mid-semester
deficiency
reports
Jimmy Lipscomb trudging down appearing on the scene prior to
the hill?
Now where could he be Thanksgiving Day apparently upset
spending all his time these days? many students in more than one
Neglecting that cute girl in Atlanta college.
According to the "Johnis a bad policy, James.
sonian", Winthrop students receive
Jim Gibbs leaving for Charleston theirs by mail. What an awful exwhere he attended the wedding pense that is, even though it does
of his Big Brother John? How was save one's family pride. Aye verily
the "toddy"?
A crawd of inconsiderate cadets
Loquacious Luke and his dreamyelling at two members of the corps ing proba'bly made Furman feel her
j who were walking down the walk importance before Turkey Day. No
near the barracks with their dates? doubt he saw our "High School
| It makes little difference who the Team" calm that Hurricane down
parties happened to foe, but who were to a mere draft last Thursday. In
1
the unthoughtful ones dishing out fact, Luke's error came in that he
the volley of "boos"?
Small town picked the wrong team. The Tigers
stuff.
certainly looked the best from start
A delegation of beautiful girls to finish, despite the score.
up here in these here hills for the
dance.
According to the "Johnsonian",
Colonel West at the dances after hot water will be available at Winthe Georgia game? He was present throp on Sunday. Now all the forat both dances and enjoyed him- getful little girls who let Saturday
self as much as the next man. We night slip by will be able to catch
have heard that he is loud in his up on Sunday without freezing to
praise of the manner in which the death.
Isn't that marvelous—cute
affairs were carried out and that he —adorable—etc.—etc. ?
has expressed his wish that every
one of the dances in the future be
The "Kentucky Kernel" makes a
patterned after these recent ones.
plea to the student council urging
The large football in Greenville them to enforce the custom requirbeing rolled down the street and ing freshmen to wear "rat" caps.
into the river? The above tin ruin Hazing is certainly on the decline,
has been estimated at some thirty but freshmen should be distinguishdollars loss to the fair city. There ed from upperclassmen.
There is
must have been something to that no disgrace in wearing a rat cap.
job.
Here's hoping more schools show
Cadets pulling the trolley wire to the
same
spirit
Kentucky
has.
the street cars for a pastime?
Shorter handles for instance.
Miss Helen Simmons and Batson
Huit up for the game from CharlesIn one of the recent issues of the
ton?
"Gamecock" is found the reason for
Ben and Rofoert Pickens over from Louisiana State's victory in ColumSpartanburg along with Oliver Ben- bia.
Carolina has but one head
net and Randal Coggins?
coach and one assistant coach, while
Russ Wait at the game in Green- Louisiana State has a head coach,
ville with that same girl?
four assistant coaches, a trainer, a

THE THANKSGIVING AFFAIR
The newspapers over the state have as usual grossly
exaggerated more or less trivial incidents making a mountain
out of a molehill with front page streamers. Every conceivable story concerning Clemson's part in the Thanksgiving
Day's affair has been contorted and magnified into a monstrosity by wagging tongues and blatant press. The original
Lieutenant Searcy slugging away director,
three
negro
assistants,
story printed by "The Greenville News" was fairer and near- in the big battle? We think he three statisticians, and the publicity
was the one who hit Jules Carson. director.
er correct than any we observed.
Perhaps these necessary
Charley Moss trying to make assistants are scarce; or again they
Furman University officials accepted the various small
disturbances like good sports, made no charges, and demand- Count Moise lend him the baton for may be more expensive than somethe fight?
He wanted, to knock thing else.
Hit don' differ.
ed no apologies, as many misinformed would believe. Theresome knots too.
fore, Clemson officials offered no apologies; neither have any
Mule Pinckney making friends
four hundred Wollar damages ]^een promised or paid, ac- with many Furman men?
Bissett, Blitch, and DuBose eatcording to the business manager of the college.
ing
lunch in the big dining room
However, we are not taking it upon ourselves to defend
Dr. George R. Sherrill, associate
of the Poinsett Hotel? DuBose and
those groups of Clemjson cadets who did suddenly become
professor of history and economics
Little old Bissett were such nice
transformed into childish vandals. The various small groups, young gentlemen too. Such a pity. attended the meeting of the Southern Political Science Association last
comprising altogether less than three per cent of the student
"Kid" Lowry in the Pink but in
body, who did thoughtlessly but not maliciously behave bad company? Boy, you'd better Friday and Saturday in Atlanta. Dr.
Sherrill is president of the associalike small boys on Halloween, should be reprimanded. These watch your step. Take advice from tion.
groups undoubtedly let mob instinct get the better of them, an ole hand, it's not such a good
Dr. O. P. Rhyne, professor of
and they did possibly behave like typical rah-rah college im- idea to burn that stuff "Baby Doll". modern languages, and Dr. Rupert
Rat Barron listening to a radio?
Taylor of the English division, atbeciles.
A Citadel cadet conspicuously in
tended the meeting of the Southern
It is indeed time that Clemson men realized that their the Furman stands—What the—?
Division of the Modern Language
actions while in uniform reflect not upon themselves primarily
C. F. Earnheart, who has just
Association in Atlanta last week
but upon the entire school. Make your uniform stand for developed an exceedingly "wild end. Doctor Taylor was on the
hair", taking dancing lessons from
dignity and decency everywhere it is seen.
program.
IMr. J. H. Woodward and Dr. D.
In Atlanta every member of the student body behaved as "Jello" Foster?
Where "Oberg'' Garrison asked a
W.
Daniel represented Clemson at
an intelligent college student should and the result was a Columbia College girl up to the
the organization of the Clemson Colmagnificient ovation from every paper in that vicinity.
dance and received a wire saying
lege Alumni Club at Laurens last
You all know what we received from the papers here. that she could not come on his bid. week. C. P. Roper, '20, was electIt is up to you not to give them another opportunity to repeat She later showed up at Wofford— ed president and C. K. Wright, supthe performance, regardless of impulses and temptations Woof Woof Wooford,
erintendent of the city schools, was
Captain Heffner trying to find the
elected secretary at a largely attendwhich may beset you.
name "Oscar Zilch" on the cadet
ed and enthusiastic meeting.
COURTESY CARDS FOR HITCHHIKERS
roster to find out if "Oscar'' rated
R. D. Chapman, '31, is teaching
The Tiger Brotherhood has recently sponsored a move- the weekend?
in Rock Branch High School, Rt. 2,
The Sleep-Walkers returning from
ment which should do much toward increasing the respect
Elberton, Ga.
Calhoun after the Special had disand good will of motorists over the state toward Clemson charged its cargo? Walking dead.
PICTURE SCHEDULE
hitchhikers.
All the ridiculous publicity that
Friday 2—Movie Crazy with HarA small card having printed on it an invitation to visit the Corps has received concerning old Lloyd
the. college and the cadet's name has been distributed. These a few harmless pranks played, in
Saturday 3—Same
Monday 5—Blonde Venus
cards will undoubtedly be one of the most constructive adver- Greenville. What is wrong with the
"Moulders of Public Opinion" of
Tuesday 6—Passport to Hell
tisements which any group has ever fostered.
this part of the country?
Who
Wednesday 7—Mouthpiece
Clemson cadets owe much to the casual motorists on our started that story about our attempt
Coming: Phantom President, Big
highways who, out of kindness of their hearts, make travel to rout the Furman team before the Broadcast, Red Dust, Washington
possible for many of us who could not otherwise afford it.
game 7
Merry-Go-Round, Prosperity.

WITH THE ALUMNI

DECEMBER

1,

19 32

Y.M.CJJEWS
VESPER SERVICES
The regular Sunday Evening Vesper services were held in the Y
auditorium Sunday. In the absence
of the president, Charlie Arrington
presided. The speaker of the evening was Dr. E. C. McCants, superintendant of Anderson City Schools.
Doctor McCants spoke on "The Human Side of the Disciples".
In this talk, he brought out the
fact that we usually regard the disciples as super-men and not governed by the same feelings that we
are.
To illustrate this, he used
Judas, Peter, John, and Andrew.
Judas and Peter thought that Christ
intended to set up a material kingdom with Jerusalem as the capital.
This idea led Peter to carry the
sword at the time he cut off the Roman's ear. Judas had faith in Christ
but thought that by betraying Him
he could force His hand into active
revolt against the Romans.
CABINET
The regular meeting of the cabinet was held Monday night at the
usual time.
It was decided that
due, to the advance in the time of
retreat,
meetings in the future
would start at 6:15 and be dismissed by 7:00.
The entire Cabinet plans to attend the joint meeting of the North and South Carolina
Cabinets at Clinton on December 9,
10, and 11.

After College
WHAT?

Aviation?
E. E. Wyman, Assistant to the
President, Pan-American Airways
System, says: "Aviation is sympathetic to the college graduate
who has prepared himself. It
demands, however, serious and
thorough preparation: technical
training, a natural aptitude for
constant study of problems and
conditions, and a natural enthusiasm for the tasks it develops. '
AVIATION requires a steady hand
**. for the pilot, a steady mind for
the executive. And a good tobacco...
like Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco...
is mighty helpful in giving a man a
steady hand, or a steady mind.
Only in Edgeworth will you find
that indefinable distinctiveness that is
brought about by a special blending
of fine old burleys. That's why leacf
ing colleges have chosen it as their
favorite tobacco.*
Want to try before you buy? Just
drop a line to Larus 6C Bro. Co., 105
S. 22d St., Richmond, Va., for your
free sample pack. You'll enjoy that
cooling smoke that is so different.
•A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes— 15^ pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.
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FAMOUS REMABKS

THE TIGER

UNIV. CHICAGO'S NEW
SYSTEM SUCCESSFUL
They are as sick that surfeit with
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NO MORE CORSAGES
Four Chemical ExAT FRATERNITY AFFAIRS
plosions in Laboratory

Chicago—(IP)—The University of
too much, as they that starve with
Walla Walla, Wash.—(IP)— An
Los Angeles—(IP)—Four exploChicago has found, after one year's
nothing.—Shakespeare.
agreement
between the men's fra- sions in the chemistry building at
operation of its new educational
ternities at Whitman College here Occicdental College injured three
A little too wise, they say, do ne'er plan, that "making pupils into scholars" is not difficult if they are treathas shaved $100 off the annual students seriously.
Jive long.—Thos Middleton.
ed as adults.
social expenses of each fraternity Eighteen Occidental students were
conducting experiments in the labThis is the sentiment of Dean
He is only fantastical that is not
on the campus this year.
oratory without the aid of their
Chauncey S. Boucher in his resume
in fashion.—Robert Burton.
professor, college authorities said,
of the new plan's results.
"The
The agreement sets the limit each when one of the students attempted
I see the right, and I approve it first year of the experiment", he
fraternity may spend for social to mix potassium chloride and sulsays, "has met with a degree of
too,
Condemn the wrong, and yet the success even greater than we had
events this year at $350. Corsages phur.
dared hope for."
j
■wrong pursue.—Samuel Garth.
and favors at formal dances have
"The best safety device is located
Distinguishing features of the new i
been done away with.
just above your ears. Use it."
An honest man's the noblest work plan, given nation-wide attention a |
of God.—Alexander Pope.
year ago, are the abandonment of I
routine requirements in terms of
Financial Statement of the Central Dance Association
The Puritan hated bear-bating, not course credits and grade points,
because it gave pain to the bear, but Voluntary rather than required class
November 25, 1932
'because it gave pleasure to the spec- attendance, and comprehensive exReceived Expended
tator.—Macaulay.
aminations only at the close of the
October 8—Blue Key Dance
$_52.80
year rather than periodic quizzes on
October 10—Block C Dance
89.70
You cannot demonstrate an emo- factual material.
November
9—Junior
Dancing
Club
'31-'32__
25.00
tion or prove an aspiration.—John
Some of the results of June exMorley.
November 11—Senior and Tea Dances
349.80
aminations now disclosed by Dean
Boucher in "bearing out his belief in
November 17—Refund on withdrawal
6.05
A lover «vithout indiscretion is no the effectiveness of the new scheme
November 17—Refund on bill
.10
lover at all.—Thos Hardy.
are:
October 26—Rent for Parish House
In the comprehensive examinations
(Blue Key)
$ 10.00
Fair weather weddings make fair in four courses the proportion of
weather lives.—Richard Hovey..
October
14—Music
(Blue
Key)
30.00
failure ranged from 8 per cent to
October
14—Music
(Block
"C")
65.00
12 per cent, with only 5 per cent of
The many still must labor for the students rating lowly enough
November 9—Stamps, Postage
.75
one.—Lord Byron.
to be denied further pursuit of the
November 10—Change for Senior Dance
45.00
courses. This is virtually the same
November 14—Music for Senior Dance
97.50
Neither fear, nor wish for, your percentage of failures as obtained
November
15—L.
C.
Martin
Drug
Co
9.70
last day.—Martial.
in previous years under the 'standNovember 15—Chambers Printing Co.
18.00
ard" system.
"We saw some people in bad conFourteen students were able to
November 15—Y. M. C. A., Dressing Room
1.00
ditions near Atlanta.
Every time pass one or more of the examinaNovember
15—Y,
Piano
Rent
for
Block
C__
3.00
it rains they actually have to de- tions without "taking" the courses Woodward, All-state Halfback
November 15—Y, piano Rent for Senior
3.00
sert their houses and get in their which led up to them; sixteen passNovember
15—Telegrams,
Game
Scores
2.10
sedan to keep from getting wet. ed after taking only one of the norNovember 15—Room Rent, Mrs. Smith
5.50
Ain't this depression awful?
mal three-quarters.
PERFECT WEDDING
November 15—Rent on chairs
1.00
Of these unusual cases, eight exExcept a living man, there is noAT NORTHWESTERN November 15—Athletic Assn., Rent on Hall
aminations won grades of "A" and
25.00
thing more wonderful than a book!
Evanston, 111.— (IP)—The "most November 15—L. D. Strom
25 attained "B" rankings.
3.00
—a message to us from the dead—
One student passed all four of perfect wedding" is in the making November 15—State and Federal Tax
12.50
from souls whom we never saw,
the comprehensive examinations af- on the campus of Northwestern Uniwho lived, perhaps, thousands of
November 15—Glinkscales and Crowther
2.50
ter only twelve weeks of formal versity.
miles away; and yet these, on those
November
15—Drawn
for
bills
6.05
Last
year
the
co-eds
on
the
campresidence; two students passed three
little sheets of paper, speak to us,
examinations after 24 weeks, one us elected Paul Cummins the "ideal
amuse us, vivify us, teach us, com$523.45 $340.60
man" of the university.
of them getting grades of A-B-B.
fort us, open their hearts to us as
Last year the men of the UniverAnother unanticipated result of
340.60
brothers. . . I say we ought to
the plan was that students at- sity elected Miss Ruth Wenter the
reverence books, to look at them
Balance
$182.85
tracted to the university by the in- school's "most beautiful girl".
.as useful and mighty things—CharR. E. HOLMAN, Chairman, Finance Com.
The engagement of the two has
novation proved, to foe 10 per cent
les Kingsley.
higher in scholastic aptitude tests just been announced.
given at the time of their entrance
Various "schools" of phychology
than the average for the three pre- MMMKMfrlMKMKMMKMKM^^^
are characterized by the same narvious entering classes.
row bigotry as may be found among
contending sects.—Dr. Charles S.
Girls Refuse Vallee
Myers.
As Beauty Contest Judge
I never mail a letter in which 1
Cleveland, Ohio—(IP)— Ruddy
ihave expressed anger until the next Vallee may be the cause of skip■day—then I destroy it.—Congress- ped heart beats on the part of ribman Cyrenus Cole.
bon counter girls but to the co-eds
of the School of Education at
A man without passion is only a Western Reserve University he's
latent force, only a possibility, like just another man.
a stone waiting for the blow from
This, at least, was the conclusion
the iron to give forth sparks.—Hendrawn on the Western Reserve
f
ri-Frederic Amiel.
Campus after it was found that a
beauty contest which Vallee had
All that a university or final highpromised to judge was called off
est school can do for us is Btill
because of a lack of interest in the
what the first school began doing—
judge on the part of the girls.
teach us to read. We learn to read,
"I think someone else would be
In various languages, in various
better fitted for the job," was the
sciences; we learn the alphabet and
comment made by Isabel Ellsworth,
letters of all manner of books. But
president of the student senate.
the place where we are to get knowledge even theoretic knowledge, is
the books themselves.—Thomas Carlyle.
We do not want a generation who
are good for nothing except pressing
Misunderstandings are serious on- buttons, who cannot get about exly when we ignore the other man's cept by motor car, cannot read because they are listening in, and canpont of view.—Georges Theunis.
not write because they use a typeOne should never put on one's writer.—Dean Inge.

Come By and See
Our New Line
OF

College Seal Jewelry
Fountain Pen Sets
Christmas Candies

best trousers to go out in the fight
for freedom.—Ibsen.
History wil lrecord it of us that
we were a people who gave up work
and took to politics, who laid down
•our tools and sat on committeees.
•—Sir Ernest J. P. Benn.

Near Baton Rouge, La., there
has been found a large bone pit
several hundred feet square, in
which scientists believe will be
found a large deposit of fossilized
animal remains.

If you would serve your brother,
because it is if for you to serve him,
<lo not take back your words when
you find tnat prudent people do not Will Clean your Clothes Right
-commend you. Be true to your act.
«—Emerson.
"MOOSEHEAD" FLEMING

THE STUDENT CLEANER

X. Q. SWlazUn
2>iua eompanu? d\no
S. McCOLLUM, Manager

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
^B^gBaBBnBBH^^^^—^—^BJ
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STUDENT OPINION
(Ed. Note: This is not necessarily
the opinion of the Tiger, anyone is
invited to conrtibute a signed article.)
Courtesy, like a smile, costs nothing but means much.
It may
happen in a flash, but the memory
sometimes lasts forever. It is something which cannot be begged, borrowed, bought, or stolen, and is
something which is of no good to
anyone unless given away. So, fellows even if it is hard to do, lend
our chapel speakers the courtesy
which they are due. That is the
least we can do, but a thing which
will bring huge returns. Often our
chapel conduct is the only means
we have of making impressions upon
our visiting speakers, so from a
Irate Father (to slightly inebriatA good man keeps hitting the
selfish, as wel las a courteous standhull's eye without shooting the bull. ed daughter entering at three A. point, it behooves us to act the part
M.) "What does the clock say?"
of a gentleman on all occasions.
Daughter—"Tick-tock, and the
Only a small per cent of the
—Wade Perry.
cat says meow and the dog says
girls; the rest are working men.
Bow Wow."—The Boston Beanpot. Univ. of Del. Would
girls, the rest are working men.
First negro—What fo' dat docFair damsel—Oh, sir, what kind
tah comin' outa youah house?
of an officer are you?
Second negro—Ah donno, hut ah
Officer—I am a naval surgeon.
thinks
ah's got an inklin.
Fair damsel—Goodness, how you
doctors do specialize.
Ed Morris—You say you were
Dr. Taylor—Do you know a re- twins once?
Browne Glenn—Yes, my mother
liable fortune teller?
Dr. Daniel—Yes, Dunn and Brad- has a picture of me when I was two.
street are rather good.
Little Bo-peep
Browne Glenne—In the olden days Is losing her sleep,
the girls wore their aresses down
Running around to dances.
to tneir insteps.
Let her alone,
Honzy—les, hut now they wear And she'll come home
them up to tneir stepins.
A victim of circumstances.
Teaciier—Johnny, do you believe
Vol—They say she used to be
a scoIK brought you?
the bell of the town.
Aiex—Wo, 1 believe it was a
"Bird Head" Parrott—Yes, but
lam.
some one tolled on her.
SILENT NIGHT
Prof. Lippincott—Will some gen1 crept up stairs, my shoes in hand, tleman who isn't using his text
■Just as the night took wing—
book, be so kind as to let me
And I saw my wife four steps above, have it for a few minutes?
Doing the same darn thing.

Substitute Ag. for Military
Newark, Dela.—(IP)— Agriculture, as represented at the University of Delaware, is bad off this
year.
At least, this appeared to be the
fact when it developed that only
eight new students entered the
university's time-honored but poorly patronized Agriculture School,
the existence of which is necessary
if the university is to receive state
and national appropriations.
Inasmuch as the Agricultural
courses are not required,, but
courses in military training are required of students, the University
of Delaware Review, undergraduate
newspaper, suggests a plan to make
the Agriculture School a big success:
"Since military science and agriculture are both prerequisites of
a state university," says the Review, "we suggest that students be
given a choice between the two,
instead of being restricted to the
military. In other words, each new
student would be able to decide
whether he wanted two years of
agriculture or two years of military. If this were put into effect,
the Agricultural School would never
have to complain again of a meager enrollment."

Tigers Who Played Last

Game

Moss, Alt. Captain of '32
Bob Miller, Captain of '32

JOHN CRAIG, END
CENTRAL, S. C.

Hobo—Mister, will you give me
The congregation of a Charlotte a dime for a sandwich?
church read this announcement in
Lt. Col. West—Let me see the
the weekly bulletin: "The ladies of sandwich first.
the church have cast off all kinds
of old clothing. They can be seen
Knot-head—George, what are you
in the basement of the church any
opening that bottle with?
afternoon of this week."
George Constan—With a bottle
opener, of course, what did you N. STATE TEACHER'S
A jolly bunch of young people
think I am opening it with?
went on a kodak-ing expedition last
COLLEGE EATS BUFFALO
Knot-head—From the remarks
Sunday which resulted in many exAberdeen,
S. D.— (IP)—The outyou are making, I think you are
modern home—"Two davenports".
standing
feature
of the annual
opening it with a prayer.
homecoming, or Gypsy Day, at
The heating arrangements of th«
Lt. Col. West—Pardon me, lady, Northern State Teachers College
mpdren home—"Two davenports".
but your stockings seem rather here this year was a buffalo barbecue.
Bathing girl—Hello, there, grand- wrinkled.
The barbecue was a two-year-old
Lady—You brute, **!?&, I have
pa. How old are you?
steer buffalo.
no stockings on.
FRED HOOK, BACK
Grey head—Eighty, dammit.
A number of South Dakota state
Gene Patterson, End
SUMTER, S. C
officials attended the event.
Students Expelled Who
Girls Replace Cows
aaaaaBMaaiKiigM^^
Refused Military Training
Flagstaff, Ariz.—IP)—An annual
In Beauty Election
event at the Arizona State Teachers
College Park, Md.—(IP)— EnColumbus, O.— (IP)—There will
College here is a trip to the Grand
Je no more gentle cows elected thusiastic support for the action Canyon by the members of the
beauty queen of the Ohio State Uni- of F'resident Pearson of the Uni- freshman class. This year college
-»
versity campus by facetious men
versity of Maryland in suspending finances made it necessary for the
students. Nor will fraternity polifreshmen to finance the trip themtics make the annual beauty queen two students who refused to take
selves.
the compulsory military training at
election a farce.
This year, and for years to come the university, was published last
Identification Tags Required
according to plans, the usual student week by the Diamondback, publishAll regular and day cadets who
— AT
vote on the most beautiful co-ed ed by the Student Government As- have automobiles on the campus
will be abandoned, and instead the sociation of the university.
have been required to secure a
After defending military training
campus queen will be selected by
tag with "Clemson College, S. C."
four Columbus men acting as judg- as distinctly a defense move on and a number on it.
This tag
es. The girl selected will be "the the part of the American universi- shows that the person is from
loveliest and most beautiful co-ed." ties, the Diamondback says edi- Clemson College and the number
Several years ago crooked ballot- torially:
identifies the automobile owner.
"But the controversy, as it has
ing at the university resulted, in the
election of Madine Ormsby, a prize been brought to public attention
You can buy a dog with money
during the week just past, is not
cow, as the beauty queen.
but it takes love to put a wag in
so much concerned with the good
his tail.
and evil of military training; rathSHORTER SCHEDULE
er, it resolves itself into a question
A Parisian stylist has said (and
FOR UNIV. OF PENN. of whether or not two students may rightly
so), "There will be little
LONG BLUE OVERCOATS AT
$12.50
Philadelphia, Pa.—(IP)— The take it upon themselves, aided and change in men's clothes this winshortest football schedule in the abetted by outside interests, to ter."
TIE SETS JUST ARRIVED—Ties in Christmas Boxes
history of the school is to he played alter the entire policy of an Amerijy the University of Pennsylvania can university. They were offered of the individuals left open to
"Do your Christmas Shopping- Early"
football squad next year, it has the alternative of petition, which authorities. They were suspended
heen announced. Only seven games they refused. And so the matter by President Pearson until such
have been scheduled. All games will was settled in the only way possible time as they agree to accept the
MMftartl^KEagKlSlglSM^^^
—by the only way which the actions requirements of this institution."
be played at Franklin Field.

,nRY MEN FOR THOSE

Christmas Presents

HOKE SLOAN'S
BALFOUR'S LINE OF JEWELRY

HIGKOK'S BELTS AND BUCKLES
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TIGERS OUTPLAY HURRICANE
But statistics can't tell the whole
story. For instance, they can't show
how the Bengals had the vaunted
Hurricane on the defensive, tactically as well as mentally, for practically the whole of the game.
Nor do they indicate the superiority of Bob Miller's punting. In
fact, the figures would, seem to indicate it inferior to Furman's. But
such was not the case. Captain Miller's punts may not have been so
long as Bob Smith's, but they more
nearly accomplished their purpose.
Many were the times that the
Tigers were forced to kick while
deep within enemy territory, necessitating Bob's pulling his range and
directing his trajectory toward the
sidelines.
And right here we must mention
the magnificent defensive game played by the Bengal quarterback. No
one else could have plugged the line
so effectively as did Bob. His directing of the team was also worthy
of nothing but the highest praise.
TIGERS PLACE' TWO
MEN ON ALL-STATE
At the date of this writing, two
Clemson football players have received sufficient votes from sports
writers and coaches of the state to
be included on the so-called 'official" all-state team of the Palmetto
state. Out of 13 votes, John Heinemann, outstanding Clemson lineman,
was unanimously chosen for a guard
position on the mythical eleven.
More noteworthy still is the selection of Henry Woodward, sophomore
halfback, for the team of stars. For
his brilliant work in the backfield
against such foes as Georgia Tech,
University of Georgia, Carolina, and
Furman the flashy back received
more votes for a backfield position
than any other performer in the
state. He received 12 of the possible 13 votes.

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
FURMAN
Player
Runs Gains Losses
6
14
0
Alley
2
F. Smith
14
46
Griffin
12
35
0
Hutt
0
3
8
B. Smith
1
3
0
1
Kearns
4
5
Jones
6
4
14
Fisher
0
1
4
CLEMSON
Player
Runs Gains Losses
Woodward
13
70
2
Miller
12
18
19
Hook
12
2
63
0
Lynn
10
3
4
2
Dillard
5
2
1
Lambert
0
Patterson
1
9
0

Red Moore—Did your hear about
the girl who went riding and got
only one shoe muddy?
Rues Waite—Naw, let's hear it.
Red Moore—'Well, she reconsidered.

By Jce Sherman
A football game that was" awfully
hard to lose—The Tiger outplaying
Furman's Purple Hurricane—Cars
from eight states parked just outside the stadium—One from California—All the campus belles dressed up "lit to kill"—Thousands of
people who couldn't wait for 2
o'clock to roll around—Young grade
wondering how they could slip in
the game—The alumnus who said
that if Furman won he was going to ease his Clemson ring off
his finger and out of town. He must
be proud of his Alma Mater—One
or two good looking dames—People eating Hot Dogs for Thanksgiving dinner—Oh, well, Hot Dogs
are better than no dogs at all—Bob
Stutz with his black derby—40 Furmanites hemming up one lone kaydet and offering every possible insult—Brave men, these Textile center collegians—A pretty poor exhibition of sportsmanship on the
part of some of the corps after the
game—Furman boys dressing a negro up in a Clemson uniform—The
Bell Hop at the Ottaray that had
Furman printed across his back—
"Am I Mortified?"—Jack Elmore
sporting a big coon-skin coat—L.
D. Jones starting in the Furman
line up—Wonder what the "L. D."
is for—The four boys that were
smuggled in the gate under cadets"
rain coats and Sargeant Naramore's
eyes—"Savvy"—Those cute little

i'cd caps that the American Legionaires wear— We thought the
Army got enough of red uniforms
when the British Red Coats were
routed a couple centuries ago. Coach
"Dizzy" McLeod is still wearing his
head tilted way over on his left
shoulder. Cadets testing the strength
of the goal posts before the game.
"Race Horse" Alley with his ankles
taped half way to his knees—Does
it matter that Furman walked out
on the field and Clemson trotted
out? We saw a No. 77 on the back
of a Furman backfield ace. But did
it remind you of Red Grange? Wonder why Smokey Edwards doesn't
carry along a few extra shoe strings
for his boys. The girl who sat behind us and missed half the game
just because she had to read this
at it went down—The curiosity of
some folk's children. Now ain't that
just like a woman? All those swanky
looking sponsors—Count Moise will
have to do some high stepping if
he wants to stay ahead of that Furman major—Did you see Bill Hutt,
Furman back, letting Coach Neely
get the cinder out of his eye—It
is impossible not to wonder how
Loquacious Luke would compare
Woodward and Alley now— "But
even the Tiger at its best could
not penetrate that had repulsed every other opponent."—Them's powerful broad words, Mr. Carl Weimer
—Your own statistics show that the
Tiger covered about 56 more yards
than did the Hurricane—Boy, was
that a real football game—Furman

JOE SHERMAN'S ALLSTATEJELECTION
First Team
Pos.
Dan Wood, Furman
LE
Dave Meers, Carolina
LT
John Heinemann, Clemson
LG
Joe Shinn, Carolina
C
Ralph Peden, Furman
RG
Drayton Dorn, Furman
RT
Gene Patterson, Clemson
RE
Larkin Jennings, Citadel
QB
Earl Clary, Carolina
HB
Henry Woodward, Clemson
HB
Greyson Wolfe, Carolina
FB
Second Team
Pos.
Bolton, Erskine
LE
Gilland, Furman
LT
Davis, Clemson
LG
Jackson, Wofford
C
Freeman, Carolina
RG
Dozier, Clemson
RT
Copeland, P. C.
RE
Miller, Clemson
QB
Hook, Clemson
HB
Bob Smith, Furman
HB
Bolick, P. C.
FB
No, he doesn't like Turkey and he
doesn't wear Greece on his hair,
but oh, mother; he has the most
gorgeous pair of Roman hands.
won, but they know that there was
a Tiger in town that day—To cap
the climax we saw Wheeler and
Woolsey that night in "Hold 'Em
Jail"—Well, that show wasn't in
Greenville, but it is much shorter
if you come back by Anderson.

For a

crisp bite
at bedtime

TIGERS END SEASON
Although they have received no
invitations from the West Coast,
and have attained, no Southwide recognition, nor have even won a part
of Palmetto football laurels, Jess
Neely's Tigers finished the current
season at the pinnacle of perfection,
a state of improvement that began
some five weeks ago, and continued
until the Bengals were truly the
best outfit in the state, exclusive of
none.
And when we say the best, we
mean that there is no better football
team in the state. Nor is that forgetting a defeat at the hands of
South Carolina, and the more recent
one at Furman.
We have at some earlier date expressed ourselves concerning the
Gamecocks. Had not Henry Woodward and several of Clemson's best
defensive men been incapacitated
■before the scrap, we should not now
he spluttering these "if's".
Perhaps a few cold figures will
speak louder when it comes to the
Furman fracas.
Furman Clemson
Running plays
45
47
177
Yds. gained run. plays 121
25
Yds. lost run. plays
17
8
First downs
6
12
Passes attempted
9
2
Passes completed
1
23
Yds. gained passes
24
2
Passes intercepted
2
6
Fumbles
1
5
Balls lost fumbles
1
18
Punts
19
31
Average punts
33
23
Punts returned
32
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TRY the world's crispest cereal. Kellogg's
Rice Krispies. Toasted rice bubbles that
actually snap, crackle and pop in milk or
cream.
And the best of it is, Rice Krispies are
ideal when you're hungry late at night. So
easy to digest they encourage restful sleep.
How much better than heavy, hot foods.
Any restaurant has Rice Krispies. Made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek.

BUT INSTEAD
I actually find myself looking forward to the moment
when you pack the bowl with
Granger. It's the aroma that
I like."
Smokers like Granger because it is made just right
for pipes.

•
The most popular cereals served in the dining-rooms of American colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek. They include ALL-BRAN, PEP Bran Flakes,
Corn Flakes, Wheat Krumbles, and Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag Coffee—real coffee that lets you sleep.

The tobacco
that's right —
and the package that's right

GRANGER IS AMERICA'S

PIPE TOBACCO

VARSITY BASKETBALL
PRAGTIGEJJNDER WAY
Bright Prospects—Sophomores
Showing Up Well
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the Tiger and drew a 15 yard penalty, placing the ball on their 20
Clemson was again within strikingdistance of a score.
In the first
quarter Bob Miller had unsuccessfully attempted, a drop kick from the
30 yard marker.
Woodward got a yard at end,
but a triple pass that had scored
against Georgia Tech failed to function properly, and lost 4 yards. Griffin intercepted a pass on the 10
yard line as the game ended.
Even though defeated, the Tigers
played, a truly magnificent game.
They ented the liists as the underdog
with a 3 to 4 touchdown rout staring them in the face—according to
the dopesters. They were up against
the greatest Hurricane football machine of recent years, a marvel of
coaching skill and coordination of
forces.
The Hurricane completed
the season with only one defeat,
and that at the hands of the allpowerful Army Cadet eleven.

Joe Davis' basketeers have been
working hard at the fieldhouse three
nights a week in an attempt to
turn out a Tiger five that will be
"rarin" to sink its claws into Kentucky's basketball team when the
local five journeys to Lexington,
Kentucky, December 31, for its initial conference contest of the year.
About two weeks of practice have
been devoted to the essentials of the
court game, and. for the last week
scrimmages have been in vogue
every other night. All melees are
held according to the new rules
which require the team on offense
to advance the ball into enemy teiritory within ten seconds after they
have intercepted a pass or taken
The only thing worse than ''Aththe sphere off of the opponent's lete's Foot" is athlete's brain.
basket.
With this fact in mind,
fast breaking has dominated the
scrimmages held thus far, and the
speed at which the cagers are advancing the ball will give opposing
teams something to ponder over.
Jimmy Lipscomb, a member of
Bob Jones' Rat five last year, and
Chick Harvley, a member of the
varsity squad last year, made their
first appearance at the last practice, and in all likelihood will remain out for the team. Now that
football season is over, Henry Woodward and Bill Dillard will also be
candidates for the team.
Both
were members of the freshman
quint last year which won eight out
of nine contests.
Competition is
keen this season for positions and
no definite line-up will be given
out until the eve of the first game.
Coach Davis is getting games at
an early date with teams in the
vicinity which will give the Corps
a good idea of what sort of a team
Clemson will enter in the major
winter sport this year.

A. S. A. E. HEAD VISITS
CLEMSON CHAPTER
Discuesses Farm Problems of
Todav
By A. R. Langley
Dr. L. J. Fletcher, former president of the A. S. A. E. and director
of agricultural Engineering at the
University of California for eleven
years, delivered a talk to the Clemson Chapter of the A. S. A. E. In
his address to the club, he discussed
the present status of agricultural
engineering and the outlook for
agricultural engineers in the future.
Agricultural Engineering is a
comparatively new field. The field
is so young that it has scarcely been
recognized by some of the older and
larger societies of engineering. Regardless of its lack of recognition,
agricultural engineering is a progressive business and affords many
opportunities. When it became ne-

cessary for agriculture to compete
with other big business in the economic world, it was realized that
the business of farming was far
from efficient.
In order to put
agriculture on a more solid business
foundation, it became necessary to
abandon most of old ideas of farming.
In an effort to replace old
methods of farming with modern
machinery it was revealed that the
engineers or manufacturers of farm
machinery knew too little about
farming, and the farmers knew too
little about engineering. The farmers and engineers of the world solved the problem out together and the
final result was the agricultural
engineer.
Doctor Fletcher, now being an
employer of hundreds of men, told
the group how he gjes about selecting college men as employees. By
experience he has found that there
are two general classes of employees: one class is interested in putting in a minimum nnmher of hours
to draw his regular salary; the other

THEY'RE MILDER
THEY TASTE BETTER

But please bear this in mind. It is
what happens before the tobacco goes
into this machine that matters most
Rolling and packaging are important,
but not nearly as important as the
selection, blending and treatment of
the tobacco.

1932

class is interested in getting his
■work done and getting it done well.
By tracing up the records of these
two classes of men be has found
that the class of men who take an
interest in their work are the men
who had initiative enough to do
more than the required amount of
work in college.

Prof. Lippincott—I will not begin
today's lecture until the room settle
down-.
Voice from the rear—Go home
and sleep it off, Bill.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (M. D. in three years) or three
terms may be taken each year (M.D. in
four years). The entrance requirements
are intelligence, character and at least
two years of college work, including the
subjects specified for Grade A Medical
Schools. Catalogs and application forms
may be obtained from the Dean.

FURMAN GAME
(Continued from page one)
sound, and a second tackier crashed
into Hook's ball-carrying arm, spilling the pigskin.
Hutt, Furman
halfback, covered the ball on the
eight yard stripe.
It was a crucial situation. Charlie Moss, Clemson back and alternate captain, went in for Bob Miller, captain of the Tigers. McLeod
rushed in Lyles Alley, the Hurricane's
fleetest windjammer, for
'Whitey" Jones.
Alley sailed around left end for
two yards.
Hutt bombarded left
tackle for a yard.
Alley again
started toward left end but suddenly darted back through center.
He was stopped one yard short of
the goal. Bob Griffin hurtled toward center and was cracked by two
Clemson tacklers on the goal line.
The oqicials conferred and ruled it
a touchdown.
Spec Ad.air placekicked the extra point.
It was a bitter pill that Clemson
supporters were forced to swallow.
The Tigers were playing their best
all-round football of the season.
With the exception of that single
heartbreaking interlude, it was a
fitting climax to a steady pull uphill
since the Davidson game.
To be
sure, this was not the first funrble
of the day. Altogether, the Neely
boys fumbled the pigskin six times,
losing possession five times.
In spite of this luckless tendency,
though, much the greater part of
the game was waged in Furman
territory. The Tigers still had plenty of fire left after the enemy had
scored. A few plays later Henry
Woodward, Clemson's all-state sophomore halfback, scooped up a faked
bad pass from center and sailed
through a gaping hole in the line
for 13 yards.
On the very next play, Woodward
galloped around left end for 35
yards.
Furman tacklers piled on

1,

That's why we keep telling you about
the tobaccos used in Chesterfields.
They're fine, mild, and pure tobaccos.
We tell you about ageing and curing
the tobaccos ... about blending and
cross-blending them ... because they
are things that count.
Chesterfields are milder. They taste
better. Prove it for yourself.. .Just
try a package.
Chesterfield Radio Program—Every night except Sunday, Columbia coast-to-coast Network.

